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Making Pipe Dreams a Reality With New Technology
As a � rm which helps lead the indus-
try in producing pipes for a diverse 
range of sectors, Japanese business 
TAK Manufacturing Co., Ltd. needs 
to be ready for just about anything. 
� e company works to keep all types 
of businesses and urban infrastructure 
running smoothly, so product designs 
must cope with high-pressure hydro-
gen, sulfur residue, shell� sh, and even 
earthquake resistance. Serving a wide 
range of industries such as hydrogen 
production, semiconductors, nuclear 
power, water, and sewage, the � rm is 
renowned for being able to cope with 
any challenge a new operation may 
present – and for being as strong and 

� exible as its products. � e company, 
founded in 1950, has developed a proud 
reputation for quality, craftsmanship 
and innovation that not only helps 
improve longevity and lifespan, but 
expands their range of applications. 
“Passion for innovation and craftsman-
ship play a signi� cant role in the com-
pany’s growth,” said President Taizo 
Yamamoto. � e company provides high 
quality pre-fabricated products made of 
di� erent materials, capable of convey-
ing various liquids, powders, and gases 
in all kinds of conditions, and processed 
with strong corrosion resistance. For 
example, in pipes that transport water 
for Japanese hot springs, or onsen, 

sulfur build-up must be taken into 
consideration, as do the shells and 
barnacles found in pipes for cooling 
seawater at nuclear power plants. All 
building materials and components 
must also adhere to the nation’s strict 
earthquake-resistant, shock-absorbing 
standards. � e business is currently 
working to grow its customer base at 
home and overseas, while playing a vital 
role in cutting-edge semiconductor 
and hydrogen power industries. “Our 
company has gained a reputation for 
responding promptly to urgent requests 
and as a leading player in the industry, 
you are always expected to meet these 
requests responsibly,” said Yamamoto.

After Testing Times, a Bright Future Lies Ahead
with industry partners and will be available within the next 
few years. � is success has led to expansion plans through 
a�  liated businesses across Asia. “� e a�  liated company, 
Heiwa Hygiene Products covers the domestic market in 
China, while Heiwa Medic Vietnam Co., Ltd. aims to pro-
mote Japanese quality in the Asian market,” said Kurokawa. 
Meanwhile, the business is taking an equally well-prepared 
approach to sustainability as part of its mission to raise aware-
ness of green issues. Even though most tests and components 
are disposable, Heiwa has tried to eliminate as much plastic 
as possible by developing a bamboo swab. “Unfortunately, 
in the Japanese market, awareness of environmental issues is 
lower compared to many other countries. Since 2020, we have 
introduced over 20 green items and will continue to try and 
change mindsets and spread awareness through our prod-
ucts,” said Kurokawa.

Medical testing and 
hygiene have become 
buzzwords since the 
arrival of the pandemic.
Some businesses were 
already ahead of the 
curve, and that de� nitely 
applies to Japanese � rm 
Heiwa Medic Co., Ltd.
� e company’s products 
were vitally important 
during COVID-19, 

as it provided essential supplies such as swabs and masks. 
Consequently, Heiwa Medic’s leadership is planning to meet 
future demand for self-testing and self-diagnosis products 
that can support disease control. “During the pandemic, we 
saw our sale of ‘brush’ type swabs increase perhaps 100 times, 
and since our swabs are developed in-house, there was no 
additional investment needed to react quickly,” said Masahiro 
Kurokawa, chief operating o�  cer of Heiwa Medic. “Surgical 
masks were no di� erent. We were able to ramp up production 
and support those who 
needed it,” he said. 
 A new in� uenza 
test kit is being devel-
oped in collaboration 

ーMasahiro Kurokawa 
COO, Heiwa Medic Co., Ltd.
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